Take a load off

Sometimes standing all day can affect your operator’s comfort and productivity levels. Do you think they would like some added support?

If so, the posture relief option available on the Yale® side-stance reach truck is your ideal solution – giving them the ability to take a load off, and relax as needed during operation.

Why posture relief?

**LET YOUR OPERATORS CHOOSE THEIR POSITION OF COMFORT**

- Allows for various postural adjustments over the course of a shift
- Alleviates physical strain from standing for hours, riding over joints, cracks and potholes
- Adjusts with backrest to accommodate operator height; folds down for conventional use

**REAP THE OPERATIONAL BENEFITS**

- Offers ergonomic option to boost operator morale and retention rates
- Maintains 42” frame, optimizing aisle space versus wider competitive offerings
- Can be ordered on new trucks or installed on current Yale side-stance reach truck models

Give the choice of all-day comfort, and the bonus of added productivity.

For more information on the posture relief option, contact your local Yale® dealer at [Yale.com](http://Yale.com).